Abstract. In [16] , the present authors initiated the study of composition operators on discrete analogue of generalized Hardy space T p defined on a homogeneous rooted tree. In this article, we give equivalent conditions for the composition operator C φ to be bounded on T p and on T p,0 spaces and compute their operator norm. We also characterize invertible composition operators as well as isometric composition operators on T p and on T p,0 spaces. Also, we discuss the compactness of C φ on T p and finally prove there are no compact composition operators on T p,0 spaces.
Introduction
Let X be a Banach space of complex valued functions on a nonempty set Ω. The composition operator C φ induced by a self-map φ of Ω is defined as
The study of composition operators on analytic function spaces has a rich history. The typical choices for X are spaces of analytic functions on the unit disk such as the Hardy spaces, the Bergman spaces, the Bloch space, or the Dirichlet spaces. We refer to the book of Cowen and MacCluer [12] for composition operators defined on various spaces of analytic functions on the unit disk, whereas the book of Shapiro [17] is devoted mainly to composition operators on Hardy spaces. The composition operators on various measure spaces are discussed in the book of Singh and Manhas [18] . These books bring together many well-developed aspects of the subject along with several open problems. The systematic study of operator theory on discrete structure specially on infinite trees has been the subject of several recent papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16] .
Discrete function spaces are mostly defined to be analogs of analytic function spaces (cf. [8] ). Multiplication and composition operators are mainly considered on discrete function spaces. The basic questions such as boundedness, compactness, estimates for operator norm and essential norm, isometry and spectrum were considered for multiplication operators between various discrete function spaces on 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary: 05C05, 37E25, 47B33, 47B38; Secondary: 30H10, 46B50.
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The study of composition operators on discrete function space was first initiated by Colonna et al. [4] . In that paper the Lipschitz space of a tree was investigated. Multiplication and composition operators on weighted Banach spaces of an infinite tree were considered in [6, 7] , respectively. Recently, some classes of operators including Toeplitz operators with symbol from the Lipschitz space of a tree were considered in [11] . In [15] , the present authors defined discrete analogue (T p ) of generalized Hardy spaces on homogeneous rooted tree and studied multiplication operators on them. Study of composition operators on T p spaces were initiated by the present authors in [16] .
In this article, we continue the study of composition operators on T p spaces. We refer to Section 2 for preliminaries about T p and T p,0 spaces. In Subsection 3.1, we give equivalent conditions for the composition operator C φ to be bounded on various T p spaces and compute their operator norms. Subsection 3.2 is devoted to the study of composition operators induced by special symbols such as injective and multivalent maps. In Subsection 3.3, we discuss bounded composition operators on T p,0 and their norm estimates. In Sections 4 and 5, we characterize invertible composition operators and isometric composition operators on various T p and T p,0 spaces. Finally, in Section 6, we present some results about compactness of C φ on T p and prove that there are no compact composition operators on T p,0 spaces.
Preliminaries and Lemmas
To make the paper self-contained we recall some basic definitions. More details can be found in standard texts on this subject (cf. [13] ).
Let G = (V, E) be a graph such that E ⊆ V × V , where the elements of the sets V and E are called vertices and edges of the graph G, respectively. We shall not always distinguish between a graph and its vertex set and so, we may write x ∈ G (rather than x ∈ V ) and by a function defined on a graph, we mean a function defined on its vertices. Similarly, a self-map of a graph is a function defined on its vertices to itself. Two vertices x, y ∈ G are said to be neighbours (denoted by x ∼ y) if (x, y) ∈ E.
A graph is said to be k-homogeneous if every vertices of the graph have exactly k neighbours. A finite path is a nonempty subgraph P = (V, E) of the form V = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k } and E = {(x 0 , x 1 ), (x 1 , x 2 ), . . . , (x k−1 , x k )}, where x i 's are distinct. In this case, we call P a path between x 0 and x k . If P is a path between x 0 and x k (k ≥ 2), then P with an additional edge (x n , x 0 ) is called a cycle. A nonempty graph is said to be connected if there is a path between any two of its vertices. A connected graph without cycles is called a tree. Thus, any two vertices of a tree are linked by a unique path. The distance between any two vertex of a tree is the number of edges in the unique path connecting them. Sometimes it is convenient to consider one vertex of a tree as special; such a vertex is then called the root of this tree.
A tree with fixed root o is called a rooted tree. If T is a rooted tree with root o, then |v| denotes the distance between the root o and the vertex v. Further, the parent (denoted by v − ) of a vertex v, which is not a root, is the unique vertex w ∈ T such that w ∼ v and |w| = |v| − 1. In this case, v is called child of w.
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated explicitly, T denotes a homogeneous rooted tree (hence an infinite graph), φ denotes a self-map of T , N = {1, 2, . . .} and N 0 = N ∪ {0}.
As in [15] , for a (q + 1)-homogeneous tree T rooted at o, we define
where M p (0, f ) := |f (o)| and for every n ∈ N,
The discrete analogue of the generalized Hardy space, denoted by T p , is then defined by
For the sake of simplicity, we ignore q in the notation of this space. Similarly, the discrete analogue of the generalized little Hardy space, denoted by T p,0 , is defined by
Let us fix some notation for the rest of the paper. Let T be a (q + 1)-homogeneous tree and φ denote a self-map of T . For n ∈ N 0 , let D n denote the set of all vertices v ∈ T with |v| = n and denote the number of elements in D n by c n . Thus,
For n ∈ N 0 and w ∈ T , let N φ (n, w) denote the number of pre-images of w for φ in |v| = n. That is, N φ (n, w) is the number of elements in {φ −1 (w)} D n . Finally, for each m and n ∈ N 0 , N m,n denotes the maximum of N φ (n, w) over |w| = m. It is obvious that ∞ m=0 N m,n ≤ c n for each n.
Unless otherwise stated, throughout the discussion, . denotes . p in T p spaces. The following results proved by the present authors in [15] are needed elsewhere. In [15] , authors raised the question whether T 2 is a Hilbert space or not. The answer is indeed No!. For example, Choose two vertices v 1 and v 2 such that |v 1 | = 1 and |v 2 | = 2. Take f = √ q + 1χ v 1 and g = q(q + 1)χ v 2 , where χ v denotes characteristic function on the set {v}. Then it is easy to see that f, g ∈ T 2 with
and hence the parallelogram law
is not satisfied. Therefore, T 2 cannot be a Hilbert space under . 2 . Remark 1. In the classical Hardy space H 2 of the unit disk,
, which is due to Littlewood's subordination theorem and mean convergence theorem (see [14] ). Therefore H 2 becomes a Hilbert space in a natural way. On the other hand a similar situation does not occur in the T p spaces.
Proof. For n ∈ N 0 and 0 < s < t ≤ ∞, we see that M s (n, f ) ≤ M t (n, f ) and thus, f s ≤ f t for s < t which in turn gives that lim sup
On the other hand, for each n ∈ N 0 , we find that
where c n is defined by (2.1). Now, by letting s → ∞ and taking supremum over
Lemma B. (Growth Estimate) ([15, Lemma 3.12]) Let T be a (q + 1)-homogeneous tree rooted at o and 0 < p < ∞. If f is an element of T p or T p,0 , then we have
Lemma C. ([15, Theorems 3.10 and 3.11]) For 0 < p ≤ ∞, the space T p is not separable, whereas T p,0 is a separable space as the span of {χ v : v ∈ T } is dense in T p,0 .
Bounded Composition Operators

Bounded composition operators on T p .
A linear operator A on a Banach space is said to be bounded if the operator norm A = sup{ Ax : x = 1} is finite. In this section, we discuss boundedness of composition operator C φ on T p spaces and compute their norm. For the boundedness of C φ , we will discuss it case by case.
Theorem D. ([16, Theorem 1])
Every self-map φ of T induces a bounded composition operator on T ∞ with C φ = 1.
Next, we consider composition operators on T p for 1 ≤ p < ∞ over 2-homogeneous trees. Every self-map φ of 2-homogeneous tree induces a bounded C φ on T p (see [16] ). Theorem 2. Let T be a 2-homogeneous tree with root o and let D n = {a n , b n } for each n ∈ N. Furthermore, let φ be a self-map of T and C φ be the induced composition operator on T p for 1 ≤ p < ∞. Then we have the following:
(
, then any one of the following distinct cases must occur:
. (c) Either there exists an n ∈ N such that φ(a n ) = φ(b n ) = o or if there exists an n ∈ N such that |φ(a n )| and |φ(b n )| are not equal and both are different from 0 then C φ p = 2.
Proof. From the growth estimate for 2-homogeneous trees, it follows that for each
This yields that
Then we need to consider all the five possible cases.
which gives that C φ p ≤ 1. As in the previous case, by considering f = χ o , we get C φ p = 1. Suppose that φ maps exactly one element of D n to o for each n ∈ N. Then, in view of growth estimate for 2-homogeneous trees along with this assumption, we see that
On the other hand, by assumption, either a 1 or b 1 maps to o. Without loss of generality, we assume that φ(a 1 ) = o. Take φ(b 1 ) = w and
Thus, C φ p = 3/2. Now assume that there exists an n ∈ N such that w = φ(a n ) = φ(b n ) = o. We have already observed that
and therefore, C φ p = 2. Finally, assume that there exists an n ∈ N such that |φ(a n )| and |φ(b n )| are not equal and are different from 0. Now, we take
where φ(a n ) = u and φ(b n ) = v. It follows that f = 1 and C φ (f ) p = 2, which gives that C φ p = 2. Corollary 1. Let C φ be a composition operator on T p induced by an automorphic symbol φ of T . Then we have the following:
Next, we consider composition operators on T p for 1 ≤ p < ∞ over (q + 1)-homogeneous tree with q ≥ 2. A self-map φ of T is called bounded if {|φ(v)| : v ∈ T } is a bounded set in N 0 . From [16, Theorem 3] , it is easy to see that every bounded self-map of T induces bounded composition operators. Theorem 3. If T is a (q + 1)-homogeneous tree with q ≥ 2 and φ is a bounded self-map of T such that sup
Proof. For n ∈ N 0 and f ∈ T p , by Lemma B, we have
Thus, φ induces a bounded C φ with C φ p ≤ c M .
Let us now prove the equality case. Suppose that sup n∈N 0 N M,n c n = 1. Then there are two cases. First we consider the case N M,k = c k for some k ∈ N 0 . This means that φ :
By allowing k → ∞, we get c M ≤ C φ p , and thus, C φ p = c M in either case. For the converse part, we assume that C φ p = c M . Suppose on the contrary that
Then, N M,n ≤ δc n for every n. Note that, there are at least N M,n vertices from D n mapped into D M and therefore, there are at most c n − N M,n vertices of D n mapped into {v : |v| < M} for each n. For f ∈ T p , we obtain Moreover, C φ p = α.
Proof. Assume that α < ∞. First we show that C φ is bounded on T p . To do this, for n ∈ N 0 and f ∈ T p , we find that
which yields that C φ is bounded on T p and
Conversely, suppose that C φ is bounded on T p . In order to show that α is finite, we
which gives that
and hence the desired result follows. Moreover, by (3.1) and (3.2), it follows that C φ p = α.
3.2. Special symbols. Every self-map φ of T induces a bounded operator C φ on T ∞ , or T p spaces over 2-homogeneous trees. Unlike the classical Hardy space settings, there are self-maps φ of T which do not induce bounded C φ on T p with 1 ≤ p < ∞ over (q + 1)-homogeneous trees, q ≥ 2 (See [16, Section 5] ).
The following example shows that there are bijective self-maps of T which do not induce bounded composition operator C φ for (q + 1)-homogeneous trees with q ≥ 2. Example 1. For each n ∈ N which is not of the form n = 4k, k ∈ N 0 , choose v n ∈ T such that |v n | = n. Define
Clearly, φ is bijective on T . For k ∈ N, let f k = (c 4k+2 )
Since q ≥ 2, it follows that C φ is an unbounded operator on T p .
Motivated by the above example, we wish to characterize all the bounded composition operators that are induced by univalent (injective) symbols (see Corollary 2).
Theorem 5. Let φ be a self-map of (q + 1)-homogeneous tree T with q ≥ 2, and 1 ≤ p < ∞. If C φ is bounded on T p , then there exists an M > 0 such that |φ(v)| ≤ |v| + M for all v ∈ T .
Proof. Suppose that C φ is bounded on T p . Set a n = max |v|=n |φ(v)| for n ∈ N 0 , and for each n, choose v n ∈ D n such that |φ(v n )| = a n . Furthermore, for each n, take f n = (c an )
which gives that {a n − n} is a bounded sequence. The desired result follows.
Converse of Theorem 5 holds if, in addition, φ is injective or finite-valent.
Corollary 2. If φ is an injective self-map of (q + 1)-homogeneous tree T with q ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ p < ∞, then C φ is bounded on T p if and only if there exists an
Proof. Suppose that there exists an M > 0 such that |φ(v)| ≤ |v| + M for all v ∈ T . Therefore, a n ≤ n+ M for all n, where a n is taken as in Theorem 5. For an arbitrary function f with f = 1, we have
Thus, C φ is bounded on T p . The converse part is a consequence of Theorem 5.
Definition 2. Let φ be a self-map of T and k ∈ N be fixed. We say that φ is k-valent map if every vertex of T has at most k pre-images and there is a vertex of T which has exactly k pre-images. The map φ is said to be finite-valent if there exists an k ∈ N such that φ is k-valent.
The next corollary follows directly from the proofs of Theorem 5 and Corollary 2.
Corollary 3. Let φ be an finite-valent self-map of (q + 1)-homogeneous tree T with q ≥ 2, and 1 ≤ p < ∞. C φ is bounded on T p if and only if there exists an M > 0 such that |φ(v)| ≤ |v| + M for all v ∈ T .
Remark 2. The assumption that φ is finite-valent is necessary in Corollary 3. To see this, for each n, fix v n ∈ D n and φ(v) = v n if |v| = n. For each n, choose f n = (c n )
which gives that C φ cannot be a bounded operator. Proof. For n ∈ N and h ∈ T ∞ , we have
In view of this, it is easy to see that h ∈ T ∞,0 if and only if M ∞ (n, h) → 0 as n → ∞ if and only if |h(v)| → 0 as |v| → ∞. Let T be a 2-homogeneous tree and for n ∈ N, take D n = {a n , b n }. For h ∈ T p , we have
This yields that h ∈ T p,0 if and only if M p (n, h) → 0 as n → ∞ if and only if |h(v)| → 0 as |v| → ∞. 
elsewhere.
for all k and so, f • φ / ∈ T ∞,0 . This completes the proof.
Theorem 8. Let T be a 2-homogeneous tree with root o and let D n = {a n , b n } for each n ∈ N and φ be a self-map of T . Then, C φ is a bounded operator on T p,0 , 1 ≤ p < ∞, if and only if |φ(v)| → ∞ as |v| → ∞. Moreover, we have the following norm estimates.
( Proof. By Theorem 4, for the boundedness of C φ on T p,0 , it is enough to prove that C φ maps T p,0 into T p,0 . It follows from the proof of Theorem 4 that
which forces that T p,0 is invariant under C φ whenever
Moreover, we have C φ p ≤ α.
To prove that the equality holds in the last inequality, we fix n ∈ N 0 . For each
which gives that α ≤ C φ p , and this completes the proof.
Remark 3. The condition (3.3) is equivalent to C φ (χ v ) ∈ T p,0 for every v ∈ T . This in turn is also equivalent to saying that C φ (E) ⊆ T p,0 , where E = Span{χ v : v ∈ T } is a dense subspace of T p,0 under . p .
Invertible Composition Operators
Recall that a bounded linear operator A on a normed linear space X is said to be an invertible if there exists a bounded linear operator B on X such that B(A(x)) = A(B(x)) = x for all x ∈ X. Such an operator B is called inverse of A and is denoted by A −1 .
Proof. Assume that C φ is invertible. Suppose on the contrary that φ is not onto. Pick a vertex w ∈ T \ φ(T ), where φ(T ) denotes the image of T under φ. Then for f = χ w , f ≡ 0 and C φ (f ) = 0. Therefore, C φ is not injective which leads to a contradiction. Hence φ is onto.
Suppose on the contrary that φ is not injective on T . Then there exists v 1 , v 2 ∈ T such that v 1 = v 2 and φ(v 1 ) = φ(v 2 ) = w. Take g = χ v 1 ∈ T p . But there is no f ∈ T p such that C φ (f ) = g, because 0 = g(v 2 ) = f (w) = g(v 1 ) = 1. Therefore, C φ is not onto which is again a contradiction. Thus φ is injective.
Since C φ is invertible, φ is bijective and there is a bounded linear operator S on T p such that C φ • S = S • C φ = I, where I is the identity operator on T p . Now, it is easy to see that S = C φ −1 . The desired conclusion follows.
Theorem 11.
A bounded operator C φ on T p is invertible if and only if φ is bijective on T and C φ −1 is a bounded operator on T p .
Proof. Suppose C φ is an invertible operator on T p . Then by Lemma 2, φ is bijective on T and C −1 φ = C φ −1 is a bounded operator on T p . Converse holds trivially, since C φ −1 will be an inverse of C φ .
Since every self-map φ of T induces a bounded operator C φ on T ∞ (resp. on T p spaces over 2-homogeneous trees), it is easy to obtain the following results. Example 1 shows that there are bijective self-maps of T which do not induce bounded composition operator C φ for the case of (q +1)-homogeneous trees with q ≥ 2. Indeed, there are bijective self-maps φ of T which induce a bounded composition operator C φ on T p over (q + 1)-homogeneous trees with q ≥ 2, but φ −1 does not necessarily induce a bounded composition operator C φ −1 .
Example 2. For each k ∈ N, choose a subset A 2k−1 of k − 1 vertices in D 2k−1 and choose a subset A 2k of k vertices in D 2k . Label the elements of A n as A n = {v n,1 , v n,2 , v n,3 , . . .} for each n ∈ N.
Define φ as follows:
. For each k ∈ N, A 2k−1 and A 2k \ {v 2k,1 } have the same number of elements. We can thus define φ : A 2k−1 → A 2k \{v 2k,1 } bijectively and so does for defining φ : A 2k \{v 2k,1 } → A 2k+1 \ {v 2k+1,1 } bijectively. Thus, φ : T → T becomes a bijective self-map of T .
Take an arbitrary function f ∈ T p with f = 1. Fix n = 2k − 1 for some k ∈ N. Then
Next, fix n = 2k for some k ∈ N. Then
Thus, φ induces a bounded composition operator with C φ p ≤ 2 + q. Finally, we consider the composition operator induced by φ −1 . Recall that φ −1 (v n,1 ) = v 2n,1 for each n. For n ∈ N, take f n = (c 2n )
which gives that φ −1 cannot induce a bounded composition operator.
The following result characterizes the invertible composition operators on T p over (q + 1)-homogeneous trees with q ≥ 2.
Theorem 12. Let T be a (q + 1)-homogeneous tree with q ≥ 2, and 1 ≤ p < ∞. C φ is invertible on T p , if and only if φ is bijective and there exists an M > 0 such that
Proof. Suppose C φ is an invertible operator on T p . Then, by Theorem 11, φ is bijective on T and both C φ , C φ −1 are bounded operators on T p . By Corollary 2, there exist M 1 , M 2 > 0 such that for all v ∈ T , |φ(v)| ≤ |v| + M 1 and |φ
For the converse part, assume φ is bijective and that there exists an M > 0 such that | |φ(v)| − |v| | ≤ M for all v ∈ T . This gives that |φ(v)| ≤ |v| + M and |v| ≤ |φ(v)| + M for all v ∈ T . Equivalently, |φ(v)| ≤ |v| + M and |φ −1 (v)| ≤ |v| + M for all v ∈ T . Then, by Corollary 2, we get that both C φ , C φ −1 are bounded operators on T p . Thus, C φ is an invertible operator on T p with an inverse C φ −1 .
Isometry
Recall that a bounded operator A on a normed linear space (X, . ) is said to be an isometry if Ax = x for all x ∈ X.
Theorem 13. C φ is an isometry on T ∞ if and only if φ is onto.
Proof. Suppose that φ is onto. Then, since φ(T ) = T , f • φ ∞ = f ∞ for all f ∈ T ∞ , and hence C φ is an isometry on T ∞ .
Conversely, assume that C φ is an isometry on T ∞ . Now, suppose on the contrary that φ is not onto. Then, choose w / ∈ φ(T ). If f = χ w , then f • φ ∞ = f ∞ , which is a contradiction. The result follows.
Compact Composition Operators
Recall that a bounded operator A on a normed linear space X is said to be compact operator if the image of the closed unit ball is relatively compact in X. We now recall some important results from [16] . 
Theorem G. ([16, Theorem 7])
If φ is a self-map of (q + 1)-homogeneous tree T with q ≥ 2, then the following are equivalent:
(b) C φ f n → 0 as n → ∞ whenever {f n } is a bounded sequence of functions that converges to 0 pointwise.
Theorem 16. Let T be a (q + 1)-homogeneous tree with q ≥ 2, and 1 ≤ p < ∞. Then C φ is compact operator on T p whenever
Proof. Let {f k } be a bounded sequence such that {f k } converges to 0 pointwise. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f k ≤ 1 for all k. Then, by Theorem G, it suffices to show that Set S = {φ(v) : |v| < N 1 }. Then, since {f k } converges to 0 pointwise and S is a finite set, it follows that {f k } converges to 0 uniformly on S and thus, there exists an N ∈ N such that sup w∈S |f k (w)| ≤ ǫ for all k ≥ N. which shows that C φ f k → 0 as k → ∞. Thus, C φ is compact on T p .
Theorem 17. If C φ is compact on T p,0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, then C φ f n → 0 as n → ∞ whenever { f n : n ∈ N} is bounded, and {f n } converges to 0 pointwise.
Proof. Proof of this result is similar to the proof of the implication "(a) ⇒ (b)" in Theorem G. So we omit the details.
Theorem 18. There are no compact composition operators on T ∞,0 .
Proof. Suppose that φ is a bounded self-map of T . Then, by Theorem 7, C φ is not bounded and hence it is not compact. Suppose that φ is an unbounded self-map of T . Then, there exists a sequence of vertices {v n } such that φ(v n ) = w n and |w n | → ∞ as n → ∞. Take f n = χ {wn} for each n ∈ N. Then it easy to see that {f n } converges to 0 pointwise and C φ (f n ) ∞ = f n ∞ = 1 for each n. Therefore, C φ cannot be a compact operator on T ∞,0 by Theorem 17.
Theorem 19. Let T be a 2-homogeneous tree and 1 ≤ p < ∞. Then, there are no compact composition operators on T p,0 .
Proof. By Theorem 8, every bounded self-map of T cannot induce a bounded (in particular, compact) composition operator. Suppose that φ is an unbounded selfmap of T . Then, choose a sequence of vertices {v n } such that {w n } is unbounded, where φ(v n ) = w n . Take f n = 2 1/p χ {wn} so that {f n } converges to 0 pointwise and f n = 1 for each n. Finally, since
p for all n ∈ N, it follows that C φ cannot be a compact operator on T p,0 by Theorem 17.
Theorem 20. Let T be a (q + 1)-homogeneous tree with q ≥ 2. Then the operator C φ cannot be compact on T p,0 , 1 ≤ p < ∞, for any self-map φ of T .
Proof. Suppose C φ is compact for a self-map φ of T . Consider the sequence of functions defined by g n (v) = n n + |v| for v ∈ T, n ∈ N.
It is easy to see that M p (m, g n ) = n n + m for n ∈ N, m ∈ N 0 .
Therefore, g n ∈ T p,0 with g n = 1 for all n ∈ N. For each fixed v ∈ T , g n (v) → 1 pointwise. Since C φ is compact on T p,0 , there exists a subsequence {g n k } of {g n } and g ∈ T p,0 such that C φ (g n k ) → g in . p . Then, by Lemma B, we have g n k (φ(v)) → g(v) pointwise for v ∈ T , which gives that g ≡ 1. Since g / ∈ T p,0 , C φ cannot be compact on T p,0 .
